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SENT ON BEHALF OF MICHAEL DENBLEYKER, STATE ROADWAY ENGINEER  

TO ALL ADOT AND CONSULTANT DESIGN PERSONNEL  

RE: REVISED PIPE SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARD DRAWING  

Pipe specifications 501 and 1010, and Standard Drawing C-13.15 have been revised to reflect changes to thermoplastic pipe construction requirements. Please include these specifications and reference this standard drawing on all projects with new pipe installations or extensions that have not reached stage IV as of January 31, 2020.


A revised 1A index sheet is available on the ADOT Roadway Engineering webpage at https://azdot.gov/business/engineering-and-construction/roadway-engineering/roadway-design/roadway-cadd-resources.

Any comments and suggestions you have will be welcome for future updates to these specifications and drawing. Contact Chris Cooper, Roadway Support Manager at 602-712-8365 if you have any questions or comments. Please distribute to all ADOT and consultant design and construction personnel in your Group, Section, or District.
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